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The Zimbaqua mine has a wide range of gemstones and mineral
deposits, here is one of the Zimbaqua women with a
big piece of Smokey Quartz.
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Dear reader, welcome to the fourth edition of GAMMA, the Journal of the
ICA | GemLab. GAMMA is now a regular feature of ICA | GemLab’s outreach
program and is designed to always provide informative gemmological and
industry related content, in a form that is easy and enjoyable to digest.
In this issue of GAMMA, you will find a wealth of information under the headings,
“Around the Trade”, “Gemmology” and “Domestic Notes”. You will read about
an emerging and currently popular colour in sapphires of how the women are
making a significant mark in gemstone mining in Africa, an interview with jewellery
designer Carina Hardy who is taking an unusual and indeed unique approach to
women’s jewellery design, the last days of the Argyle diamond mine, the meanings
behind gemstone weights and measures and the proper application, fascinating
inclusions and other data on emeralds from Zambia and great pointers towards
identifying heat treatment in sapphires.
As a step towards normality, we instigated, with social distancing, a series of
monthly ‘afternoon tea’ meetings for clients and friends with gemmological
interests. We hope that these events have helped to bring people back together to enjoy and appreciate the gemstones that form an important part of our
world. Given the travel restrictions clearly the participants so far have been people
domicile in Thailand but as the world opens up again we will warmly welcome
our international travellers to “Afternoon Tea” and gemmological enlightenment.
In the meantime, videos of the most recent events can be viewed on
ICA | GemLab’s YouTube channel.
With the rising COVID cases in Thailand during January of 2021 we made the
decision, in line with guidelines, not to hold the January 2021 Gathering but look
forward being able to host the events again very soon.
From all of us here at the ICA | GemLab we wish everyone a very happy New Year
and hope that you enjoy this edition of GAMMA.
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GAMMA

C O N T RIBU TO RS

RICHA
Richa

G O YA L

Goyal

Sikri

is

a

SIKRI
gemmologist,

collector,

independent journalist and story teller who writes for
ELLE, Harper’s, InColor, Robb Report, Rapaport and now
GAMMA. A lover of all things involving gemstones and
jewellery and the global trade in which they circulate.
She has a very energetic personality which is revealed
in her prolific writings and to her very large and ever
growing following to her Instagram account. Her by-line
reads “I educate via storytelling”.

V I N C E N T PA R D I E U
Vincent Pardieu is a consultant at “VP Consulting”.
Since 1998 he has lead 148 successful field expeditions
to coloured gemstone producing areas in Asia, Africa,
Australia and South America. He worked as a Director
of the AIGS Lab in Bangkok, as gemmologist at the Gübelin Gem Lab and as Senior Manager for Field gemology at GIA. Then after leaving GIA he created “VP
Consulting SPC” and advised “Greenland Ruby” and
the “Bahrain Institute for Pearls & Gemstones (DANAT)”.
As field gemmologist, he combined his passions for
gemmology, traveling and nature.

RU I G A L O P I M D E C A RVA L H O
Rui Galopim de Carvalho FGA DGA is a Gem
Education Consultant with a vast experience in course
development and content creation and also an
in-class and remote tutor for groups or in one-on-one s
essions. As an international lecturer, Rui has travelled the
world and surfed the digital ecosystem giving talks in
vari-ous aspects of gemmology, gem history and jewellery.
During the COVID-19 lockdown his Home Gemmology
webinars

were

popular

entertainment

and

edu-

cational free events, having had the support of
CIBJO - The World Jewellery Confederation.
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B RYA N N G U G I M U T H O N I
Bryan Ngugi Muthoni is a Gemmologist (GIA GCS, AJP),
Communications and High Jewellery Consultant based
in Nairobi, Kenya. He is currently exploring the world
of gemstones and high jewellery from Africa as objects
of desire and investments of passion. He is a sociable
connector, with the ability to easily network and build
relationships with diverse people. One story at a time,
connect with him via @ngugymuthony on Instagram and
learn more about Africa & its untold stories.

Y E N RU E D E E L H O N G S O M B O O N
Yenruedee Lhongsomboon is has been a Senior
Gemmologist in ICA I GemLab since 2016.
She graduated from Burapha University in Chanthaburi,
Thailand in Gems and Jewellery at Faculty of Gems. Her
knowledge in gemmology helps her accurately determine
possible treatments, the identity of gemstones, and when
possible the country of origin of certain gems.

S A RO C H A L U E T R A K U L P R AWAT
Sarocha Luetrakulprawat has been an Analyst at
ICAIGemLab since 2017. She graduated from Burapha
University in Chanthaburi, Thailand in Gems and Jewellery
at Faculty of Gems. Her responsibility is the identification
on gemstones and the operation advanced analytical
instrumentation to obtain and analyse the data.

I S A B E L L A YA N
Isabella Yan is a British gemmologist and independent
journalist specialising in fine gems and jewellery, based
in Thailand. She writes for multiple jewellery and industry
magazines such as Jewellery Net Asia (JNA), Rapaport,
Solitaire magazine, Upscale Living, Solitaire International and now GAMMA. She is the creator of Art Meets
Jewellery, an online publication which looks at the world
of jewellery and gems through the eyes of an artist.
She is always on the lookout for one of a kind jewellery, that showcases creativity and cutting edge design.
In 2021, she launched the Women’s Series that aims to
celebrate and amplify women’s voices in all facets and
levels of the industry. Instagram @izza_gem and on
Artmeetsjewellery.com.

N AV E E T G E M S A N D M I N E R A L S
Navneet Gems and Minerals was founded by the
visionary Mr. Suresh Agarwal in 1993, and is spear-headed today by Mr. Navneet Agarwal. Initially focusing on
topaz and while this gem remains passionately at their
heart, today they are equally passionate about teal
(or mermaid) and parti-coloured sapphires. They are
located in the Jewellery Trade Center building on
Bangkok’s Silom Road as well as in Jaipur, India.
Describing themselves as “a young dynamic team
that are passionate about bringing the best in the
world of gemstones to the table, who are experienced
professionals

with

great

expertise

in

their

respective fields, from gemstone testing and treatment,
research and development, as well as expert cutters
and craftsmen.”
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Since antiquity, humans have written their tales of prosperity with
the scintillating ink of diamonds. During the Art Deco era of the
1920s, diamonds from African mines flooded parties of the modern
world. In the fifties, opulent diamond jewellery reflected the lustre
of new deposits.
The world was on the brink of another wealth expansion cycle in
1979, when after a decade of exploration, in an area three times the
size of England, geologists discovered a hidden treasure in Western
Australia; the moment of discovery aided by an accidental stepping
on an anthill.
This unearthing led to the launch of the Argyle diamond mine in
1983. Although the company began alluvial mining in 1983, it took
them another six years to develop one of the largest, best-in-class
mining enterprises, which opened in 1985. They quarried the southern end of the open pit first, with 20 million tonnes of soil required
to be removed before the first diamonds were extracted. Production from the open pit continued into the 1990s and 2000s including
successive expansions to extend its life. At its peak in 1994, Argyle
produced 42.8 million carats of rough diamonds or ~40% of global
production.

Figure 1: The Argyle Pink Jubilee™ diamond is the biggest pink rough diamond recovered weighing 12.76 carats.
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Figure 2: This ring was designed and crafted by Glajz using 5 Argyle Pink Diamond Tender stones from various years.” Photo credit GLAJZ

The Argyle Eternity™. LOT 1 from the Argyle Diamond Mine’s penultimate tender in 2020. The diamond is
a 2.2carat round pink diamond graded by GIA as a Fancy Vivid Purplish Pink/SI2

Later, Argyle became the first mine in Western Australia to use
the underground block cave technique, which undercuts the
orebody and allows it to “cave” under its own weight without
blasting. Block caving is more capital intensive upfront as it is an
immense engineering and geophysical challenge. The approach
requires substantial reinforcements due to extreme rock stress
variations and a lengthy production period. Precise drilling and
detonation are vital to build up the undercut and the extraction
levels underground. The benefit is a more efficient and cost-effective mining process in the long-run. Since there are fewer people
underground compared to traditional underground mining, it is
also a safer system.
According to an article published in Gems and Gemology (Shigley
et al., 2001), in contrast to already discovered diamond sources
in Africa, where 0.5 to 1 carats of diamonds were retrieved from
one tonne of ore, in Australia, expected recovery was 6.1 carat
to 6.8 carats of diamonds/tonne of ore: one of the highest in
the world. However, only ~5% were gem quality, of which ~72%
were brown diamonds, with remaining yellow to colourless and
fewer than 1% pink and probably less than a teaspoon, the
coveted red diamonds. Although the market continued to
encounter the odd pink diamond emerging from other sources, the
distinguishing feature of the Argyle pink diamonds was the variety
of hues offered along with the stronger colour saturation in the more
intense/vivid stones.
Sales and Marketing Manager of Argyle Pink Diamonds, Marie
Chiam offers her insights, “Pink diamonds are the rarest in the
world. They are an infinitesimal percentage of global diamond
production, and at Argyle, by a freak of nature, one tenth of one
percent of this single mine’s production is pink, a tiny number and
literally the entire world’s supply of pink diamonds.”
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Figure 4: Fabergé_Frédéric Zaavy_Tree Root Ring featuring Champagne and
Cognac diamonds

While ~90% of the Argyle mine’s production was processed
in India (benefitting from the lower manufacturing costs), they
retained

a

small

proportion

for

cutting

in

Australia.

Commenting on the impact of the mine’s closure on the
Indian diamond manufacturing sector, Milan Choksi, Convenor of
Promotion and Marketing for the Gem and Jewellery Export
Promotion Council of India (GJEPC) explains, “The Indian diamond
trade has been aware of declining production from the Argyle
mine, so we were more or less prepared. Simultaneously, there
has also been consolidation on the manufacturing side in the past
four decades, along with emergence of additional sources. It’ll
be interesting to observe the extent to which (if at all) lab-grown
diamonds move in to fill some gaps in the lower diamond-grades
left by the Argyle mine’s closure.”
Being the largest producer of coloured diamonds (more than
~865 million carats of rough diamonds produced from 1983 to
2020), Argyle was also responsible for popularizing champagne,
cognac, blue, violet, pink and red diamonds through their
extensive marketing campaigns and collaborations with select
merchants, manufacturers and jewellery designers.
The consistent supply encouraged stakeholders in the industry
to invest in marketing campaigns and build their inventories to
create exquisite jewellery showcasing the beauty of the Argyle
mine’s diamonds. The team’s efforts to provide mine to market
traceability with an unbroken chain of custody, and a certification
process for their pink diamonds further hit the mark with consumers.

Figure 5: Argyle underground mining manager and operator at the underground
portal for the last time.
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But Argyle’s story is not just about the hero pink and red diamonds.
The Fancy Colour Research Foundation shares their views on how
the mine’s closure may impact the industry, “It appears jewellers
and watchmakers have not yet fully grasped the magnitude of the
closure of the Argyle mine. It is a significant turning point in the
diamond

market

because

the

Argyle

mine,

is

the

only

consistent source in the world for natural Pink diamonds from 0.01
carat (1mm) to 0.20 carat (3.8mm). These pink Melé diamonds are
used to cover large surfaces in extravagant watches or create a rich
pink decoration in one of a kind jewellery pieces.”

Could the supply gap created by the Argyle Diamond Mine’s
closure generate additional opportunities for the gemstone
sector? With or without Argyle, it’s impossible to reverse the gravitational pull towards colour. The abundance of hues, light dispersion
qualities, and relative dependability (during manufacturing) offered
by sapphires, spinels and garnets may cause greater demand for
calibrated goods in these gem segments. Healthier margins may
also serve as a motivating factor.

Moving away from discussions about rarity, beauty and value
appreciation of diamonds from the Argyle mine, what impact would the mine’s closure have on the indigenous and
non-indigenous communities in the East Kimberley region of
Western Australia?
As per the Argyle team, the company’s vision is to create
enduring benefits for the region and they have invested
significant energy and resources in building a robust local
economy, not dependent upon the mine’s operations. This is
besides the salaries, taxes, and royalties paid and goods and
services purchased locally.
Chris Richards, General Manager, Closure Readiness,
Argyle diamond mine explains, “While today the Argyle
mine’s operations represent only ~6% of the local East
Kimberley economy, we have worked very closely with
Traditional Owners, local communities, businesses and the
Western Australian Government to develop a mine closure
strategy that not only meets our environmental objectives,
but helps the local community and economy to transition to
a life after Argyle. Although Argyle ceased production at the
end of 2020, there is still a long journey ahead to rehabilitate
the site.”
The Participation Agreement Argyle established with
Traditional Owners has outlined arrangements for education,

Figure 6: Last ore from the Argyle underground mine.

training, employment and business development opportunities.
According to the agreement, Argyle developed long-term financial
trusts, for the Traditional Owners, indexed to the net profits, and
providing additional contributions to each of the five surrounding
Indigenous communities and the original signatories (or their
descendants) to the Participation Agreement. Argyle also
allocated a portion of this income stream anually to fund
activities associated with a range of beneficial purposes,
including

health,

culture,

governance

and

community

development.

Figure 7: Traditional owners’ welcome employees at the final day of mining at the
Argyle diamond mine
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According to Argyle, it will take three to five years to dismantle
the operational infrastructure, reshape the land, and undertake
revegetation activities to enable the re-establishment of a natural
ecosystem. The underground mine cave and open pit will gradually
fill with water and become a permanent pit lake: the only remaining
evidence of mining at the site.
Employee numbers have varied considered at Argyle the mine
moved from open pit to underground mining and then in the
past year have progressed to the finished day of mining. During
the mine’s peak years, there were ~800 employees . Prior to the
last day of mining at Argyle (November 3, 2020), the mine was
employing ~270 people. The number of personnel required for closure
activities will vary over time, with the workforce peaking at ~350.

Figure 8: Last underground loader leaves the iconic Argyle diamond mine on
November 3rd 2020

Argyle is further committed to redeploying personnel from Argyle
to other Rio Tinto ventures (if that is what the employee desires).
Argyle has developed a unique programme, Life After Argyle, to
prepare its employees for the transition to :
-

Employment in the rehabilitation and closure of Argyle

-

Employment with other Rio Tinto mines

-

Retraining/reskilling

-

Retirement

Richard elaborates, “This work will provide significant economic
opportunities, with our firm commitment to local content helping to
ensure that the region benefits, particularly the Traditional Owner
businesses and individuals. The last chapters of the Argyle story are
yet to be written and we will continue to be an important part of the
East Kimberley community for many years to come.”
SHIGLEY, J. E., CHAPMAN, J. & ELLISON, R. K. 2001. Discovery and mining of the
Argyle diamond deposit, Australia. Gems and Gemology, 37, 26-41.

Figure 9: Abdul Jenzarli, underground operator of the last tonne of ore from the
Argyle diamond mine

Figure 10: Brendan Murphy, underground mine manager at Argyle, supervises the
last tonne of ore after 37 years of operations.
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Figure 11: Note the colour difference between a teal sapphire of a darker hue
(Above) and a “mermaid” sapphire (Below). Courtesy: Navneet Gems and Minerals

SAPPHI R E E N G AG E ME N T
R I N G S - J E W E L L E RY F O R
T HE N E X T D E C AD E

B Y

NAVNE E T

GE MS

The history of humankind is intimately associated with gemstones.
If one stone were to be picked out to be the ring-leader, no pun
intended, in all facets of human socio-cultural phenomena, it
would undoubtedly be the sapphire. From being pivotal in Vedic
(Yotisha or Jyotishya is the traditional Hindu system of astrology, also
known as Hindu astrology, Indian astrology and more recently Vedic
astrology) and Western astrology to being attributed with
medicinal and other values, sapphires have held a long history with
matrimonial vows. One of the earliest recorded use of sapphire as
an engagement ring was in the 13th century when it was widely
believed that the colour of the sapphire would fade in the event of
infidelity. In fact, this belief was so strongly rooted that the Pope
Innocent III mandated a waiting period before marriage to, amongst
other things, test for colour fading of sapphire, which would seemingly indicate the “purity” of the wearer.
While there were sporadic resurgences in popularity of sapphires
as engagement rings in the 14th, 15th and the earlier half of the
20th century had, 1981 was the game changer for modern times,
when on their engagement, Prince Charles presented to Lady Diana
Spencer a cluster ring with a 12-carat faceted oval blue sapphire at
its centre, surrounded by fourteen diamonds.
While the world was beginning to become cautious of the “blood
diamond” phenomena associated with the questionable sourcing
of some diamonds, this move by an iconic figure gave sapphires
a timely push in the wedding market. Princess Diana’s sapphire
engagement ring style became the most sought after design for
engagement rings for well over a decade.
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In 2010, when Prince William presented Catherine with his
mother’s iconic sapphire ring, the demand for sapphire
engagement

rings

rocketed

once

more.

This

time,

it

established sapphires as a firm competitor for diamonds in the
wedding market.
The global Covid pandemic has resulted in shifting the focus away
from conventional gemstones (Anonymous, 2020a). The shift in
focus is more towards unique looking jewellery that is not just
affordable but also ethically sourced either globally or locally. So,
if one goes on to look for the reason of the paradigm shift towards
sapphires, here are a few reasons why:
C HO I C E

O F

COL OR:

While brilliance is the most important factor for determining the value of a diamond, sapphires hold their value in the
colour. No two sapphires are the same, making their choice
as engagement rings quite intimate. Conventionally, a deep
velvety blue was sought after with other colors such as, pink,
orange and yellow coming in close second. However, be it a
result of ambiguous sources, excessive treatments to achieve
these colors or just curiosity for something new and different,
today’s patrons are looking for unique hues that reflect their
unique story.
According to the Katrinka Champion (Champion., 2020)
a vibrant bluish-green colour that mimics earthy tones
adding another dimension to the gemstone, is going to be the
most sought after gemstone colour this coming decade. Teal
sapphires

or

Blue-Green

sapphires

are

the

perfect

candidates for this category with their moist, velvety blue-green
texture that mimics the best of both worlds, i.e., the ocean
and the land. The crème-de-la-crème of teal sapphires is a rare
variety called the “mermaid sapphire” that holds an
approximate ratio of 50% blue and 50% green. Teal sapphires
may or may not have a third or fourth colour such as yellow
or grey but that is definitely absent in a mermaid sapphire.
Teal sapphire engagement rings make a statement that is
hard to ignore (Anonymous, 2020b).

Figure 11: Note the colour difference between a teal sapphire of a darker hue
(Above) and a “mermaid” sapphire (Below). Courtesy: Navneet Gems and
Minerals

Another gemstone that identifies with this colour palette is the
parti-sapphire. Part or Partition sapphires display colour zoning
that clearly separates the two colors whereas in the mermaid
sapphires, there is no such demarcation and both the colors
blend in together. This means that while teal sapphires may
look different in different lighting conditions, parti sapphires
consistently look similarly coloured in all lighting conditions,
although there may be slight variation in the colouring of each
zone. Yellow Green parti-coloured sapphires are the most
common kinds, however for engagement rings, it is suggested
the rarer blue-green parti sapphire or the purple-green parti
sapphire might be more becoming.

A further colour that is making the rounds these days is a pastel
lavender cast grey hue, that has been given the nickname “space
grey” in the range of the otherwise unique grey spinels. (Anonymous, 2020c). These are relatively rare and the demand for them
has tripled in the last 5 years. Bicoloured or multi-coloured parti
gemstones are becoming more popular, with colour change sapphires running to the fore. In other colored gemstones the foamy
colors of the Paraiba tourmaline continues to be coveted.

AM BIGUO US

O RIGIN S:

Sapphires have been mined all over the world with significant
deposits in Australia, Cambodia, Cameroon, China (Shandong),
Colombia, Ethiopia, India (Kashmir), Kenya, Laos, Madagascar,
Malawi, Mozambique, Myanmar (Burma), Nigeria, Rwanda,
Sri Lanka, Tanzania, Thailand, United States (Montana) and
Vietnam. It is important to ask for origins because of
two reasons:
1.

Some of these mining areas may operate illegal min-

ing activities that could involve child or bonded labourers, subhuman living conditions, unfair pay and possibly more questionable operations. Today’s modern consumer consciously
steers away from purchasing gemstones that are mined under
these conditions and we are seeing a decrease in the demand
for stones associated that are unethically mined.
2.

Many stones have an additional value based on their

origins. For example, the Kashmir blue sapphire or the Ceylon
Padparadscha sapphire hold a special rank in sapphires as they
are extremely rare.
With “eco-conscious” movement permeating the jewellery
industry - a thoughtful trend benefitting the mining commuFigure 12: Cutters try to maintain the partition at the centre, leading to unconventional cuts of the stone, which make for unique engagement ring gemstones.
Photo Courtesy: Navneet Gems and Minerals.

nities, there is a direct impact on colour trends making less
saturated colours available to cutters and manufacturers.
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This means that unconventional colors now have a larger

CO N CL USIO N :

audience to play to.
The global sapphire market is poised for a steep rise
It should be noted that many well-known and historic

between 2020 and 2026. (Marketwatch, 2020). This can be

mining areas such as Kashmir, and Cambodia have long been

attributed to many reasons such as a surge in popularity of

depleted and many gemstones that claim to be from these

medium priced gemstones, aggressive marketing strategies

areas, (to be conveniently quoted at a higher price) are

by major jewellery houses and manufacturers becoming more

likely from different and possibly unverifiable sources. Thus,

integrated in developing commercially viable gemstones and

it is smart to purchase gemstones like teal sapphires and

jewellery trends. This is an important market development for

parti-sapphires that are primarily mined in places like Montana

both wholesalers and retailers to be aware of and therefore

USA and Australia where stringent mining regulations and

encouraging sapphires as the prima donna of gemstones for

mechanical mining activities leave minimal possibilities for

engagement rings.

unethical sourcing.
PR I CE

REF EREN CES

P O I N T:

History shows us that some of the most expensive gemstones

Anonymous, 2020a, How can the Jewellery Industry Survive During this Covid-19

in the world have been sapphires. Today’s buyer however is

Crisis, Volume 2020: https://www.navneetgems.com/how-can-the-jewellery-in-

looking to make less of a statement, price wise. Conscious

dustry-survive-during-this-covid-19-crisis/, Nevneet Gems & Minerals.

purchasing has steered the focus towards unconventional

-, 2020b, How to Choose a Teal Sapphire Engagement Ring: https://navneet-

colors that were earlier discarded. As more and more brands

gems.blogspot.com/2020/05/how-to-choose-teal-sapphire-engagement.html,

and high end jewellery houses combine precious metals

Navneet Gems.

with included gemstones, cabochons and beads that are
usually made with lesser saturated gemstones, designs are
becoming more approachable and wearable to the normal man.
Table looks are some typical pricing.

-, 2020c, Spinels: Historic Underdogs, Modern Day Marvels: https://www.
navneetgems.com/history-of-burma-wholesale-spinels/, Navneet Gems & Minerals.
Champion., K., 2020, 2021 forecast colour palette: Coloured gems to look for in
the new decade, Jewellery, Canada’s Jewellery Magazine: https://www.jewellerybusiness.com/features/2021-forecast-colour-palette-coloured-gems-to-look-for-

Type

US$ / Ct

in-the-new-decade/, Jewellery, Canada’s Jewellery Magazine.
Marketwatch, 2020, Sapphire Market 2020 Globa Share, Size, Future Demant,

Cornflower Blue sapphire

400-600

Global Research, Top Leading Players, Emerging Trends, Region by Forecast to
2026: https://www.marketwatch.com/press-release/sapphire-market-2020-global-share-size-future-demand-global-research-top-leading-players-emerging-

Pink sapphires

300-500

Teal sapphire

100-300

Padparadscha sapphires

800-1200

Table A: Examples of sapphire pricing in US$ for a 1ct gem.

While these prices (Table a) may vary depending on the
retailer, it should be noted here that teal sapphires may cost
60% less than the conventionally popular sapphires such
as the cornflower blue, pink and padparadscha sapphires!
This could make a significant difference to the millennial
gemstone buyers as most are middle income earners and are
looking to spend more meaningfully on their big day. However,
it should be kept in mind that colour changing sapphires or
transitional gemstones will cost a little more.

trends-region-by-forecast-to-2026-2020-10-01?tesla=y.

ZIMBAQUA

AF R ICA’S
B Y

F I R ST

AL L

NGUGI

WOM EN

M I N E

MUT H ONI

Historically, the role of women in artisanal and small-scale
mining-ASM has always been significant with women constituting
of about 30 to 50 per cent of the total workforce. When you hear
of women in mining, the initial thoughts that come to mind are
women offering auxiliary services such as; sorting, washing, panning,
catering services and provision of goods and or mines owned by
women but then have men working the mine. This is not the case
with Zimbaqua, Africa’s first mine with an all women workforce.
With the objective to empower women in the conservative
and male-dominated industry that is the mining sector, two
gentlemen Patrick Zindoga and Iver Rosenkrantz came together
to found Zimbaqua in Zimbabwe, Southern Africa in 2017 with the
belief that women can do jobs they were never encouraged to do.
Iver is a trained gemmologist with vast experience that spans over
15 years’ traversing rural parts of East & Southern Africa working
with communities and artisanal miners in search of raw gemstones.
His adventurous spirit led him to Zimbabwe where he joined forces
with Zindoga to bring Zimbaqua to reality.
Often, these two gentlemen have been faced with the question,
how is it an all women mine yet as founding partners they are men?
They are the vision bearers and the Zimbaqua women equipped
with passion and zeal are the vision carriers, they receive all the
support they need on a personal and a community level.
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Figure 13: Every position at the mine is held by a woman, this includes blasting experts and mine management. Everyone is highly motivated and there is great spirit amongst the team.

Zimbaqua has given these women an opportunity to formalize
their previous illegal mining activities and fend for their families.
Think about it, personally, what are you doing to make a change
in the community you live in or work in? We must be the
change we have always asked for and have been waiting
for, now, today not tomorrow.
The question probably in your minds is why women? But the
question we should ponder on is, why not men? Here is your answer,
many women in areas like Karoi, Zimbabwe where the Zimbaqua
mine is located have been forced into illegal artisanal mining to
survive. This is a common problem in many parts of Africa, there
are stories of women disguising themselves as men to avoid getting
harassed at the mine.

Figure 14: Zimbaqua women resting after a hard-working day. Zimbaqua currently
employs 30 women who have become the breadwinners of their families. Being in
an environment where everyone is a woman has changed that the team spirit.

When Patrick and Iver were undertaking a reconnaissance
in Karoi, Zimbabwe, they realized that the women in the
community were burdened with the responsibility to provide
for their families many of them being single parents. With high
levels of unemployment in the area, jobs available were tilling
the farms, picking tobacco, and or artisanal mining. The need
to support these families and empower the women was more
reason for Zimbaqua to be established as an all women mine.
Today, this should not be the case as gender mainstreaming in
the mining industry has been incorporated into law in several
African countries such as Ghana, Malawi, Kenya as well as
Zimbabwe, however, the bulk of the work is in, breaking
cultural and historical aspects that inhibit this progress as well as
implementation of these policies on a continental, regional,
county, community and personal level.
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Figure 15: Whenever new veins are discovered the women get very excited. There
is usually dancing and singing. Here we see some beautiful aquamarine crystals
immediately after extraction.

Zimbaqua has taken upon itself to do the work and empower
women through mining because they believe there is a need for
change and inclusivity seeing that many of the Zimbaqua women
are sole providers with myriads of challenges in search to provide
basic needs for their families.
Anatolia Mapfumo, 36 years old is the current mine manager a task
she has comfortably grown into. On joining Zimbaqua, her key
interest was to offer security service to the mine and when asked
why, she noted that her desire was to protect the mine as she
knew too well what it meant to all her fellow women. Her passion
and dedication are striking, and she is eager to learn and grow.
Anatolia was born in the city of Harare; her biggest wish is to
create opportunities for women in rural communities.

Senzeni Tohuma, 40 years old, the pit supervisor is the motivator in chief at the
mine and eager to learn all things geology. With vast experience working in the
fields in Karoi, she believes that the key to success is teamwork coupled with
passion and hard work. Senzeni is respected amongst her teammates for her exemplary
leadership and hand on approach.
Rozy is 69 years old. In 2017 Rozy’s husband fell from the roof of their house and
died from his injuries. Rozy was left with their 6 children. Rozy works as part of the
landscaping team at Zimbaqua, the opportunity has changed her life and she cherish
her job.
Yedzai is 54 years old. Since her husband died in 2008, she has been alone with her
4 children surviving from her small farm. The yield was rarely enough for the family to

Figure 16: The beryl and tourmalines are sitting in the rock as shown by the Zimbaqua women, finding the right quality is often the challenge.

survive. Yedzai is now overly excited about Zimbaqua and sees it as an opportunity for
a better future for her and her children.
Esther is 34 years old and has two children. Esther’s husband is disabled from the
waist down and not able to walk or work. His condition has gotten worse over the
years leaving Esther to be the one to support the family. The family was struggling to
survive.
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These are some of the inspiring stories from the Zimbaqua women, a testament that
where there is a will there is always a way. Zimbaqua has created a platform and
successfully demonstrated that it is possible to run an all women mine. Hopefully, this
is a practise that can be replicated in other parts of the continent and the world over.
In November 2020, the biennial “100 Global Inspirational Women in Mining”
(WIM100) publication saw about 18 African women recognized for their contribution
to the industry. This publication is a living history of women who work in mining and
highlights the wealth of female talent within the global mining industry, celebrates
their “above & beyond” contributions to the industry, and identifies role models for
future generations. Through their stories, they show us how they have persevered
in the face of adversity, found solutions to challenges, and are empowering others
by being a voice and role model for diversity and inclusion. Their stories provide
inspiration and valuable insight for all.

WIM100 believe the recognition and
celebration

of

these

inspirational

women and their stories are integral to
changing

attitudes

in

the

sector.

Such a platform and recognition fill the
Zimbaqua

women

with

hope

and

aspiration that their time for such awards
is a possibility.
According to the Inter-Governmental
Forum on Mining, Minerals, Metal and
Sustainable Development- IGF 2018
Report on Artisanal and Small-scale
Mining: Challenges and Opportunities
for Greater Participation. “The potential
contribution that women can make in key
aspects of social well-being is significant.
According to a McKinsey Global Institute
study, global GDP would increase by
USD 28 trillion (or 26 per cent) by 2025
if women participate equally to men in
economic activities (Woetzel, 2015).
The role of women in small-scale mining
Figure 17: Gem quality aquamarine, sustainably mined by the women

is currently being recognized as never

before.
Global associations such as International Women in Mining and the Women’s
Jewellery Association are keen to know more about women working in the early
stages of their supply chain. In the UNDP Development Minerals project, gender
audits were included in all baseline studies, and female miners were supported to

attend regional meetings.
Some of the most promising developments are business-to-business actions such
as those proposed by jewellers who are keen to respond to claims of malpractice
in their supply chain and to give back to other women. Such global efforts have the
potential to drive some change on the ground and support women’s entrepreneurial
and leadership roles and proactive participation in ASM.
Any mechanism aimed at bringing solutions to the issues faced by women in ASM,
however, needs to be founded on a comprehensive study providing background
knowledge about the various aspects of women’s role in ASM. At the same time
as documenting and widely communicating the challenges, opportunities, and
potential of women in ASM, it is vital that practical solutions are explored that can be
implemented in policy and practice. Solutions must not be ad hoc and one-off but
need to be carefully designed in an integrated support mechanism involving various
relevant actors.
Zimbaqua is working closely with the community leaders to ensure the community is
positively impacted with priorities being, education and well-being of the children.
It is vital that the mining project has the support of the community as well as the
government before the mining operations commenced. In the spirit of ensuring
that all parties were satisfied and content, all the necessary local traditional and
customary ceremonies were performed, alongside the legal requirement including
carrying out environmental assessments and obtaining all the necessary permits
and licenses.
Beyond the legal requirements that come with Zimbaqua’s mining license, in the
short-term, Zimbaqua strives to minimise any unnecessary impact on flora and
fauna by planning their day-to-day mining activities with the environment in mind.
For example, before mining an area, they collect seeds of the indigenous plants and
trees from the top soil and create a seed bank then grow the seeds in a nursery on
site for replanting as they complete mining activity on each area. This is done on an
ongoing basis both to minimise the impact on the land, to encourage biodiversity
and to avoid creating excessive waste dumps which can be a blight on the landscape.
Zimbaqua is dedicated to support the growth of its most important stakeholder - the
community. 10% of its yearly profits are dedicated to projects in the community.
How the funds will be spent is decided by the Zimbaqua women through voting.
The projects priority points are education for children, health, and employment.
The ambition is to develop the Zimbaqua mine into a sustainable satellite city. Over
the next two years the goal is for the women to grow 70-80% of their own food. The
mine to be powered by renewable energy and minimise use of fuel, recycle waste
and reduce the use of plastic. A craft centre will also be set up where the women
can create jewellery, arts, and homeware products out of some of all the beautiful
materials extracted from the mine. The overall idea is to be self-sufficient and give
back as much as we take to the community and environment.
There are no hospitals in the area, which brings a lot of complications for the
community. Zimbaqua is currently working on a crowdfunding project to setup a
clinic for the community and a day-care for the children of the Zimbaqua women.
Currently, there are planned training days whereby there is a doctor for medical
check-ups, as well as education on health, safety, family planning and hygiene.
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Figure 18: Gem quality aquamarine, sustainably mined by the women

The Zimbaqua mine covers approximately 50 hectares of virgin mining land – an
area known both for its fertile soil and significant gemstone deposits. The district
is in Mashonaland West Province Mashonaland West Province, in north central
Zimbabwe. Its main town, Karoi, is about 200 kilometres’ northwest of Harare,
Zimbabwe’s capital.
The Zimbaqua Mine produces high grade aquamarine ranging from light blue to
dark blue. Aquamarine is the greenish blue to blue variety of the mineral beryl.
(Emerald is the green to bluish green variety of the same mineral.) Its colour is usually
a light pastel greenish blue.
Aquamarine’s name comes from the Latin for seawater and true to this name, it bears
a calming effect on anyone who interact with it, just like the subtle sight & sound of
the sea waves.
Traditionally considered the March’s birthstone, Aquamarine is thought to
enhance the happiness of marriages perhaps the reason why it has become a popular
engagement ring gemstone of choice. The best gems combine high clarity with
lustrous transparency and blue to slightly greenish blue hues. Like many beryls,
aquamarine forms large crystals suitable for sizable fashioned gems and carvings.
Aquamarine is exceptionally durable and does not require any special care. Unless
the jewel has an internal flaw, it is safe to use in ultrasonic cleaners. At-home care
requires only a soft brush and soapy water, rinse, and wipe.
Zimbaqua offers aquamarine in a wide variety of shades, qualities, and sizes.
Whether you are a private client looking to purchase a single gem for a piece
of jewellery or a large jewellery brand looking for regular supply, the Zimbaqua
team is more than happy to assist and you can reach out to them via their website
(www.zimbaqua.com) or Instagram (www.instagram.com/zimbaquagems/)

WO ME N ’ S

I SABE L L A

SE RIE S

YAN

Representation of women in the gems and jewellery industry
has advanced in recent years, but there is still a long way to go.
Like many other spheres, this industry has largely been seen as a
“man’s world,” where women have had to overcome significant
barriers in working in the sector. There has been, admittedly, some
progress with books and exhibitions about past and present women
jewellery designers. Yet the focus is primarily on the downstream
retail and design sector and representation of women is almost
entirely absent in the upstream supply chain - the mining, sourcing,
manufacturing to gem cutting and Gemmological research.
According to most estimates, women drive demand for more than
90 percent of the world’s jewellery. Their tastes and preferences
shape the jewellery market and influence decisions at every step of
the supply chain.
The Women’s interview series is a column that aims to celebrate and
amplify women’s voices in all facets and levels of the industry. We all
have the responsibility to change the narrative into an inclusive and
inspirational one. This is a platform that focuses on today’s trail-blazing female practitioners
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E L P P I N - M AG N E T S O F AT T E N T I O N
ART

MEETS

JEWE L L ERY:

EL P P IN

IN T ERVIEW

Women’s empowerment is a hot topic for Carina Hardy of Elppin, a visual artist and
jewellery designer who puts the breast at the forefront of her work. Elppin (“nipple”
spelled backward) is breast-inspired jewellery which arouses attention and creates
impact. Elppin’s line of subversive jewellery is made from hammered sterling
silver and 22k gold plated brass that can be fastened to your shirt or bra using
magnets. At only 24 years old, this emerging talent has a defiant vision to shift and
dissolve outdated perceptions surrounding breasts. With an eye-shaped nipple
motif, Hardy challenges the patriarchal gaze, censorship, concealment and repression.
Hardy is based between the tropics of Bali and New York. Every piece is handmade
in Bali by local artisans from start to finish.

Can you give me some background into your journey
before launching Elppin?

I grew up in Bali, back when many village women were
topless, and volunteered as a doula at the local free natural
birth clinic throughout my teens. This experience really shaped
how I understand women, mothers and childbirth, and the
connection

to

breasts

as

a

natural

life

source.

Throughout university, I made art inspired by breasts; from
plaster casting women’s chests to building enormous inflatable
structures in the shape of breasts.

How did the idea to start a jewellery line paying tribute to
the breast come about?

The idea was ignited during a political and artistic awakening
at university that really got me thinking about breasts and my
desire to subvert patriarchal power structures associated with
women’s sexualization.
My best friend in Bali has defiantly perky nipples. She dislikes
bras but loathes the endless gaze of braless breasts. So, we
shielded her nipples with a protective evil eye to reflect the
gaze and empower her by making Elppin.
I was inspired to make jewellery that both adorns the breast
and armors against the patriarchal gaze by calling attention to
a part of the body which is otherwise covered and obscured.
I was interested in how the power vested in jewellery could be
reclaimed for and by women. The whole idea for Elppin really
challenges the patriarchal world of jewellery as we know it in its
adorational adornment of the breast.

What is women empowerment to you? What do you want
women to feel when they wear your pieces?

Figure 20: Carina Hardy founder of Elppin

Empowered women have agency and feel that power, in
themselves, in their bodies, their actions, and reflected in the
world.
I want people wearing Elppin to feel like they are part of a
movement that uplifts. Everyone has a story about breasts,
so everyone has at least one breast story. I want to help
create a space that affirms positive relationships with our
bodies

so

people

can

share

these

breast

stories.

Through sharing, I believe we can continue to deconstruct
the myths that make breasts taboo and engage in nuanced
conversations to unpack our conditioned ideas about, and
relationship to breasts and bodies. That’s why Breast Stories
are an integral element of the Elppin project.
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Like many other spheres, the gems and jewellery industry

has largely been seen as a “man’s world,” where women
have had to overcome significant barriers in working in

this sector. Are you able to shed some light on how you
think the gems and jewellery world may readdress this
gender imbalance? And in particular, with Elppin?

Women are buying themselves jewellery, often online. Businesses that do not adapt to the changing world and make
way for women to engage in this predominantly male space
will be called out and/or simply left behind. To me, this means
that now more than ever it’s the time for women designed and
owned jewellery brands.

The gems and jewellery industry has already had to adapt to
the market forces of the economically empowered woman, but
the industry cannot rely solely on the market to change its systemic workings.
Most

industries

are

male

dominated.

No

movement

bubble and acts based on that lie. Changes that occur in any
industry are always a part of a larger effort to combat gender
that

those

I studied Art History at university and feel constantly
reinvigorated and inspired by: Louise Bourgeois, Ana

towards gender equality will survive if it pretends it exists in a

inequality,

Who/what inspires you as a visual artist and jeweller?

but
in

that
the

doesn’t

mean

and

jewellery

gems

industry can’t lead the way! Fighting patriarchy isn’t just nega-

Mendieta, Sally Hewett, Alexander Calder, pre-Columbian
gold jewellery, predynastic bird deity figurines, Woman of
Willendorf and Cycladic goddess statues. Each of these artists/artefacts highlight women’s bodies in a way that resonates
with me, even through the varied mediums of stone, drawing,
embroidery, earth, metal and of course gold.

tive in the philosophical sense, but positive.

Your work epitomises the intersection between art and

We must create ways to include women, not by limiting

projects and how this informs your jewellery?

jewellery. Could you tell us more about your installation

men’s access, but by increasing women’s and intersectional
access. This is a nice thing to say, but anyone who’s worked on

Back to the Breast, (2017) is an exploration of the breast at a

social

large scale and in public space.

justice

initiatives

knows

that

those

who

are

disenfranchised can’t wait for their guardians to free them, they

It is a temporary, interactive inflatable exhibit that invites

must free themselves. While technology certainly has many

people into a space without hard lines, that is instead soft

adverse effects, it also has the potential to completely disrupt

and fleshy, inside of a breast. It’s made from an experimental

patriarchal industries by cutting out the various middle MEN.

custom fabric, organic cotton coated in natural latex, which

The internet allows consumers to directly access your jewellery

will biodegrade. I’m planning to compost it back into

company creating a space for women to come forward in a way

Mother

that the brick and mortar based jewellery industry had previously prevented.

Figure 21: Back to the Breast project installation view with Bali mountains.

Earth.

This

project

was

pivotal

in

the

development

of

Elppin.

The

nipples

of

the

installation

were

literally censored from the original design by male engineers. Naturally the
nipple
jects.

would
What’s

jewellery

is

become
so

the

wonderful

constantly

is

epicentre
that

changing,

the

of

my

intersection

drawing

from

continuing
between

and

being

pro-

art

and

inspired

dialectically, mutually dancing with and informing each other. For me, the focal point
of this intersection is a reverence for beauty that both transcends and fuses these
disciplines; this relationship isn’t always smooth, it’s sometimes antagonistic. This is
where the magic is, where my passion comes alive.

Figure 21: Back to the Breast project installation view with Bali mountains.

Coming from a family dynasty of jewellers, how does your

What has been the most important piece of career advice

Believe me, I never intended to follow my family legacy into

It sounds banal, but don’t be afraid to make mistakes.

vision and practice differ from them?

you’ve been given?

jewellery, it’s something that started out as a conceptual design
project about the breast and turned into a line of ornamental
pieces of armor and adornment. I’ve been deeply influenced
by their value of beauty and their commitment to working with
Bali’s master craftsmen. Much like the master jewellers that
they work with, they are tirelessly devoted to beauty and the
majesty of earth’s material, hand crafted by people.

With this in mind, what advice do you have for females
starting out in the industry?

First bit of advice: work really, really, hard. Do it yourself, but
don’t be afraid to make yourself vulnerable. If you don’t know
how, ask questions of mentors, other people in business, and
craftsmen with age-old knowledge. Chances are someone else

What are you working on now? Will you be developing

has been in a similar position. You don’t need to reinvent the

more wearable art pieces using gemstones?

wheel, but riff on it. The internet is the place to go; how to

We are dreaming up rings, hair barrettes, cufflinks and

accounting? Check everything, then check again! Making this

more. I am very tactile, so jewellery objects that have a
mechanical moving element, like the spinning nipple pendant, really excites me. I love the treatment of different metals
and feel like there is so much to explore with silver and gold
first, but am extremely excited to start working with stones,
very soon.

take photos of jewellery, how does costing work, what about
a habit will make the rollercoaster ride of jewellery (and life),
just a tiny bit smoother, or at least then you’ll expect a few
more of the potholes along the ride. You don’t know it all and
that’s okay. Don’t get too fixated or you’ll miss the way the
afternoon light catches on your creations.

What is your favourite gemstone?
I have to admit that I’ve always been entranced by pebbles, for
their uniqueness and imperfectness, especially blue sapphires,
spinels and rough yellow diamonds.
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G E MMO LO G Y

EM ERA L D S

FRO M

Z AMBI A

V I N C E N T PA R D I E U , A N I R U D H S H A R MA, SUPHARART SANGSAWONG,
V I C T O R I A R AY N A U D A N D S A R O C H A
L U E T R A K U L P R A W AT

AB S TRACT
During the past 50 years Zambia emerged as a major emerald producer for the
industry with its deposit near the Kafubu river. Interestingly in that area, unlike many
other emerald mining areas, most of the mining is done as open pit. This noticeable
singularity provides to the geologists and visitors with great outcrops where rocks
and their associations can be conveniently studied. In the first part of this article, we
will present a brief overview of the local geological background, and then describe
how and where emeralds are formed in this deposit taking advantage of the visual
opportunity given by the Chama open pit highwall. In the second part the authors
address the issue lab gemmologists face while trying to identify the origin of these
gems, presenting the Gemmological characteristics of some reference samples from
the Chama Pit and explain how modern gem labs can identify the geographic origin
of emeralds by studying inclusions, spectra and trace element chemistry.

I NT R OD U C TION
Zambia is a resource rich landlocked country in
southern Africa (see Figure 24), Copper has been the
country’s main source of revenue after its discovery in 1895.
The discovery attracted prospectors in a region that will
be known as the “Copperbelt”. As a result, emeralds were
found in the 1920’s near the Kafubu River about
45km south west of Kitwe (see Figure 24), the
hub of the Zambian copper industry (Sliwa &
Nguluwe, 1984). The presence of a strong copper mining
culture around Kitwe, would have a direct impact on the
establishment and success of emerald mining around
Kafubu. During the past 20 years, the Kafubu area has
become one the world’s most important emerald producer
alongside with Colombia (Siefert et al., 2004, Yager et al.,
2005; Zwann et al., 2005; Hsu et al. 2014; Goyal Skiri, 2018).

Figure 23: A miner from the KAGEM mine presenting some emeralds in
matrix found at the Chama pit. Even in emerald gem mining areas, emeralds
are rare. For geologists finding them is first about understanding how and
where they are likely to form.
Photo © Vincent Pardieu / DANAT.

Besides Kafubu, a second emerald deposit was discovered
in Zambia in the early 2000 near the village of Musakashi
(Zwann et al., 2005) in the neighbouring North Western
Province about 170 km west of Kitwe (Figure 24).
It produces emeralds genetically very different from those
found at Kafubu, but it was only mined sporadically and is
still surrounded with mystery (Pardieu et al., 2015). This new
deposit is covered in Annex 1
This article will focus on emeralds from the Kafubu area, as it
is the main emerald producing area in Zambia. In Part 1, we
will endeavour to cover how emeralds form and are found,
and then in the Part 2, we will present a gemmological study
of some emerald reference samples collected at the mine in
2018 by one of the authors (VP).

Figure 24: Map of Zambia showing the location of Kafubu and Musakashi
emerald deposits.
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P A RT 1 : F I N D I N G E M E R A L D S I N T H E
K A F U B U E M E R A L D P RO D U C I N G A R E A :

The emerald deposits at Kafubu in Zambia belong to
tectonic magmatic-related hosted in mafic-ultramafic rocks
(Giuliani et al, 2019). For the past 50 years, the deposit
has been studied in detail by the Government of Zambia,
research

institutes,

mining

companies,

independent

consultants, and gemmologists. Since the discovery of
emeralds there, the region has emerged as a major emerald deposit. (see, e.g., Hickman, 1972, 1973; Koivula, 1982;
Graziani et al., 1983; Sliwa & Nguluwe, 1984; Milisenda et
al., 1999; Seifert et al., 2004, Zwann et al, 2005).
The Kafubu emerald district is predominantly mined due
to its prolific nature and the relative consistency of its
production.

It

probably

produces

over

99%

of

emeralds from Zambia. It is secured and restricted by the
Government of Zambia as “NRERA” (the Ndola Rural Emerald
Restricted Area). It covers an approximate area of 900 square
kilometres and bears approximately 750 emerald mining or
exploration licences of small- and large-scale capacity.
The Kafubu area hosts some remarkable mining operations
of which the Kagem Mining Limited (a Gemfields Group
company, but with the Government of Zambia owning
25%) is probably the most famous. Other principal operations are Miku (where emeralds were first found in Zambia
in the 1920’s), Grizzly Mining, Ebenezer, Kamakanga, Pirala,
etc. Besides these mines, many small-scale mines and some
extensive artisanal mining activities are also going on in
the NRERA area. Both the NRERA and Kafubu names can
be used for the area but as Kafubu is more well known
internationally we will use this name in the rest of the article.
In the Kafubu district, emerald mining is usually done
with open pit techniques. Some underground mining was
tested at Mitondo (Zwann et al, 2005) and also at Kagem
from 2009 to 2014 (Isatelle & Pardieu 2011, Hsu et al, 2014).
The underground trial at Kagem was dismantled in 2017
mainly because, as emerald prices were strong, it was then
still economically viable to extend the open pit despite
its depth and also because of water related issues. In that
mining area bordering the Kafubu river the water table is
high, particularly during the abundant rainy season from
November to April. Furthermore, as the area is flat it is not
possible, unlike mining a hill, to dig tunnels going up from
the base of the hill, in order to enable water to evacuate
naturally. At Kafubu tunnels go down and the water will then
accumulate in the production area which presents practical
and security issues.

Figure 25: Google Earth view of the NRERA emerald producing area located
west of the Kafubu river in Zambia with the location of the main emerald
mines. Note: Many of the small brown dots in the south and west of the
main mines are small-scale mining operations

The most famous emerald mining pit in the area is the
Chama pit at Kagem (see Figure 25 ) which in its current state
is the world’s largest emerald mining pit (Hsu et al, 2014,
Pardieu, 2018). It’s actually a combination of several older
pits along the main Kamakanga-Pirala-Fwaya Fwaya belt.
Kagem, with its 12 million tonnes per annum of rock
handling and a production of circa 36 million carats of
emeralds and beryl per annum stands out as an iconic rarity in the coloured gemstone industry (Goyal Sikri, 2018).
The mine holds one of the largest HEMM (Heavy Earth
Moving Machinery) fleets in any gemstone industry and
USD 40 million of annual operating expenditures puts this
operation way ahead of its global contemporaries. The
grades, resource, and reserves for Kagem are JORC
compliant and publicly announced on the Johannesburg
Stock Exchange and London Stock Exchange via the
competent person report (CPR), which states document a
1.3 billion carat of emerald and beryl resource with a 22-year
life of mine for Kagem. The Kafubu belt is therefore credited
with the first ever JORC resource and reserve statement in
any hard rock emerald deposit globally

Figure 26: View of the Chama Pit at KAGEM in June 2018. The pit was then covering an area about 1,2 km
by over 1km and was about 130 meters deep. It is an open geologic book for the mine visitors as they can
clearly see on the highwall the different rocks of the litho-sequence from topsoil, to mica schist,
amphibolite, and talc magnetite schist (TMS) intruded by different pegmatites (in white). Photo by Vincent
Pardieu.

G E O L O G Y A N D M I N E R A L I S AT I O N O F E M E R A L D S I N T H E
K A F U B U E M E R A L D B E L T:

Emeralds occur at Kafubu within the stratigraphic succession of rocks of the
Mesoproterozoic Muva Supergroup (1350-1100 million years (Ma) old) which form
the youngest part of pre-Katangan basement to the southwestern portion of the
Copperbelt of Zambia (Hickman 1973; Sliwa and Nguluwe, 1984). Within the Muva
Supergroup sub-concordant bodies of amphibolite and ultramafic rocks (flows,
sills, or tuffs) occur. The ultramafics, which vary in thickness from 20 meters to 140
meters, have been altered by metamorphism and hydrothermal activity into
talc-chlorite-tremolite-magnetite schist (locally referred to as TMS) or talc-biotite
schist (TBS). The amphibolites have also suffered varying degrees of alteration to
biotite-actinolite schists (BAS). The emerald and beryl mineralisation are associated with
pegmatites related to the basement granite complex of the Muva Supergroup
which are believed to originate during early stages of Pan-African orogeny about
400-500 million years ago (Sliwa and Nguluwe, 1984). These pegmatites crosscut the
schists (TMS and TBS), forming metasomatic reaction zones, which host the
emeralds (when chromium is present in the schists) and beryl (when chromium is not
present). The 40Ar/39Ar dating of a phlogopite from the phlogopite-bearing emerald
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schist gave a neoproterozoic age at 496 ± 13 Ma (Sabot, 2002). There are many
pegmatites in the Kafubu area and within the Kagem licence alone three main
pegmatite trends are observed, namely N-S, NNW-SSE and NE-SW to EW.
These pegmatite dykes and associated quartz tourmaline veins are frequently rimmed
when invading ultra mafics forming metasomatic reaction zones up to 5 meters thick
that are characterised by an abundance of coarse foliated black to bronzy biotite/
phlogopite with porphyroblasts of tourmaline or actinolite and crystals or clusters of
beryl and/or emerald.
At Kafubu, the regional metamorphic event pre-dates the emerald formation
(Hickman, 1973, Tembo et al. 2000). Pegmatites of the Kafubu area occur as
Quartz-Feldspar (QF), as muscovite bodies or as Quartz-Tourmaline (QT) veins. Wall
rock interaction formed by the QF or QT-veins with the mafic-ultramafic schists are
usually altered to biotite-phlogopite-schist (BPS) zoning. The minor QT/QF veins
are often concordant and major ones are discordant to the foliation of the host
ultramafics. The emerald mineralisation is confined to contact aureoles or zones
(BPS) and sometimes within the quartz-tourmaline veins associated with pegmatites
At the Kagem the huge Chama open pit and its highwall (Figure 26) offer a perfect
tool to understand the local geology and visualize how and where fine emeralds are
likely to form and be found. Most of the following is coming from observations done
while mining at Chama.
The stratigraphic succession (see Figure 26) at Chama pit can be described as from
bottom to top: footwall two-mica (muscovite and biotite) schist followed by talc-tremolite-actinolite-magnetite schists which are also designated as Talc-Magnetite-Schist
(TMS), then amphibolite (a metamorphosed rock of very fine grained poorly foliated
rock with amphibole and plagioclase a major mineral) and hanging wall mica-schist
(consisting of muscovite, quartz and chlorite with less biotite is also found.) and finally
top soil.
These lithologies are intruded by hydrothermal-magmatic sets of veins as namely
Quartz-Feldspars (QF) (composed mainly of feldspars, quartz, tourmaline, garnet and
muscovite) and Quartz-Tourmaline (QT) veins.
The TMS rock is pinching and swelling and is also boudinaged at places.
Tight isoclinal to recumbent folds have been observed in various lithological units
of the sequence. A discontinuous shear zone cutting across a pre-existing QF vein
forming offsets is noticed. The hanging wall and foot wall mica schists along with
TMS show very well-developed foliations while amphibolite units show no or poorly
developed foliations. Few discontinuous quartz lenses occurred along the multistage
zones formed by the concordant reactions. Geo-chronological studies from Kafubu
area (Siefert et al, 2004) suggests that there are at least two stages of deformation
occurred (Hickman 1972, 1973, Tembo et al, 2000).

Figure 27: Kagem litho-sequence (not to scale, symbolic only) that can be clearly seen while facing the
Chama pit.

E M E R A L D M I N E R A L I S AT I O N :
Even around emerald producing areas like Kafubu, emeralds are not actually very
common minerals and miners have often to move tons of rocks to find some emerald
crystals. Furthermore, only a very small percentage of these crystals will qualify as
fine premium gem material. Understanding how and where fine gems might form is
the main question most miners face as digging is a difficult and expensive activity.
To produce a fine emerald there are several limiting factors to consider:
First,

it

is

necessary

to

have

both

chromium

and/or

vanadium

and

beryllium in the same rocks for emeralds to form (along with the correct pressure and
temperature). The challenge is that that these elements are not commonly found together.
At Kafubu, chromium and vanadium are present in various amounts in mafic-ultramafic rocks of the oceanic lithosphere like high magnesium metabasites such as
Talc-Magnetite-Schist (TMS). Beryllium, on the other hand, is carried by pegmatitic
fluids and/or leached into the host rocks. Emeralds formed in the alteration zones
as these beryllium-rich fluids intrude the chromium/vanadium-rich ones.
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As emerald is the fruit of fluid-rock interaction between a Be-carrying fluid coeval with the intrusion of pegmatites and other type of veins, and the different
protolith which have different chemical compositions and contents in V and/or Cr, the
emeralds produced present some significant differences in composition and thus
in colour (a good illustration of these differences is the rough emerald master set
created by Gemfields to grade the production in a consistent way at Kagem and
propose to their customers a consistent supply of emerald of the same grade
(Figure 28). Fine quality emerald mineralisation is then confined almost entirely to
biotite-phlogopite-schist (BPS) reaction zones adjacent to the Be-bearing
Quartz-Feldspathic (QF) and Quartz-Tourmaline (QT) veins that metasomatically
alters the Cr-bearing mafic-ultramafic rocks / metabasic rocks / komatites
(magnesium rich) host rocks.
Then, years of mining and observations at Chama and other open pit mines in
the Kagem licence revealed clearly that the formation of gem-quality emerald
material is also strongly structurally related: gem quality material occurs in relatively
low-pressure domains, such as ‘traps’ under folded pegmatites or pinch areas near
pegmatites and host utramafics with pinch-and-swell or boudin structures as it can
be seen also at Sandawana in Zimbabwe (Zwann, 2006). Kagem geologists identified
four types of emerald mineralisations called: “discordant”, “concordant”, “footwall”
and “triple junction”:

Figure 28: The differences in colors and clarity seen in the production from the Kagem mine (that can be
discovered studying the rough emerald master set at the Kagem sort house) are the direct consequence
of the local differences associated with chemical composition of fluids and rocks that interact during the
formation of the emeralds. Photo: Vincent Pardieu © GIA

- “Discordant”: (Figure 29) These reactions are

-

found when QF and QT veins intrude TMS rocks crosscutting
the metamorphic foliations. The circulation of magmatic-hy-

This

50 centimeters to 2-3 meters in thickness. The intense

called BPS. Emerald mineralisation is confined to the BPS

deformation of the rock, foliations and fold activity brings

zone, which is a single metasomatic metamorphism stage.

about another zone of mineralisation: the shear-zone type.

The majority of the discordant contacts are formed by QF

Most of the footwall reaction zones are actually shear zones

crosscutting ultramafics. At the Kagem mine, most of the
bulk production or pocket kind of production occurred at

- “Triple Junction”: (Figure 31) Besides the three

the discordant pegmatite contacts varying in thickness from

major reaction zones formed at Kagem, there is another

10 cm to 15 meters. The thickness of the BPS zone varies

kind of reaction which is rarer and is typically associated

from few centimetres to about 3 meters. Tourmaline occurs

with the production of fine quality emeralds: the “Triple

as secondary mineral in these zones and can be seen as a

Junction”. These occur at the intersection of QF and

good indicator. Very few QT veins are noticed as discordant

QT within TMS in a crisscross pattern. They are coeval.

at the Chama Pit, unlike at Fibolele and Chibolele where

The rocks surrounding the Triple Junction completely

QT-veins forms often discordant contacts.

alters into a thick reaction zone (BPS). Where concordant and
discordant reaction zones intersect, tri-junctions are formed,

- “Concordant”: (Figure 29) These reactions are

which typically produce wider zones of reaction zone

formed when hydrothermal fluids linked to the intrusion

material with improved quality and quantity of emerald

of QT and QF-veins are circulating along the metamorphic

mineralisation. It symbolises the multistage mineralization

foliations. The emerald mineralisation occurs within the

that is coeval: We have the syn-intrusion of pegmatite and

BPS zone formed by the intersection of the fluid with the

quartz-tourmaline veins. The hydrothermal activity occurs in

surrounding rocks. Interestingly good quantities of fine
regularly

29)

large quantities of mineralisation. This zone varies from

forming a metasomatic zone of biotite-phlogopite-schist

were

(Figure

generally chlorite rich with BPS occurrence and yielding

ultramafics resulted in a fluid-rock interaction with the TMS

emeralds

reaction”:

the litho-contact of TMS and footwall mica schist. This zone is

drothermal fluids along the contact of these veins with the

quality

“Footwall

manifests as multi-stage mineralisation occurring between

found

short-lived pulses such as successive stages of magmatic-hy-

when

drothermal events, where the associated fluids alter all the

concordant QT and QF-veins were present within the

contact zones and produce huge hydrothermal zones.

pinching portion of boudins. Sometimes, the quartz veins form
discontinuous lenses forming BPS reaction zones on both ends
and surrounding the lenses as pods leading to a multi-stage
mineralisation found within the concordant reaction zone.

Figure 29: Conceptual 3D Sketch for Mineralisation Models at Chama Pit with, in grey the Mica Schists (MS)
and footwall Mica Schists (FW MS) in green the chromium rich TMS located under the amphibolite. In orange, the beryllium rich pegmatites. SZ represent a sheer zone, and in red, are reported the likely locations
of potentially emerald rich reaction zones (RZ). Diagram: courtesy Gemfields
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EMERALD DEPOSITIONAL ENVIRONMENT –
PROBABILITY INDEX MODEL:

The data collected after years of mining and study of the emerald production at
the Chama and other nearby pits have enabled the geologists working at Kagem
to elaborate a probability index model to identify which area are the most likely to
produce fine quality emeralds. This model is useful in optimising the mining plan for
potentially interesting areas.
The emerald mineralisation in Kafubu is largely dependent on the following three
axis probability index model:
1.

Degree of deformation.

2.

Degree of metasomatism.

3.

Degree of “trapping”.
- 1) Degree of deformation: Structural deformation is more or less present

in pre-existing ultra-mafic rocks. The Mesoproterozoic TMS rocks are 1100-1800 Ma
old and were subjected to structural deformation untill 450-500-Ma, when Pan-African pegmatites intruded the volcano-sedimentary sequences. This deformation
plays a vital role in emerald mineralisation as the degree of deformation affects the
competency quotient which in-turn allows the pegmatites to intrude from the
weaker zones and impacts the cooling quotient. Higher deformation zones enable
the percolating fluids to enter sideways in the form of veins, sub-veins and veinlets in
the ultra mafics, which have a greater role in fluid trapping, cooling and resulting in
improved conditions for emerald and beryl mineralisation.
Figure 32 defines the deformation structures at Kagem, which enable the pegmatite
intrusion and emerald mineralisation.
- 2) Degree of metasomatism: Alteration, leaching and felsic-mafic ionic exchange. Emerald bearing ore (also known as Reaction Zone) is a result of zone of alteration of Talc Magnetite Schist (TMS) due to pegmatite intrusions, which lead to a geo-

Figure 30: Diagram showing the syn to post intrusion shear zone found between the footwall mica schist
and the TMS. Diagram courtesy Gemfields.

Figure 31: A schematic diagram of Tri-junction style of mineralisation at Kagem by Anirudh Sharma

logical environment supporting liberation of Li (Lithium), Be (beryllium), Al (Aluminium),
K (Potassium) from pegmatite and Mg (Magnesium), Fe (Iron), Cr (Chromium) and Ni
(Nickel) from the TMS. This liberation, under the influence of contact metasomatism,
gives rise to mica (rich in Mg, Si and K) known as phlogopite along with mica (rich in
Fe, Si, K) known as biotite. This Biotite-Phlogopite Schist (BPS) is known as Reaction
Zone (RZ). Reaction Zone is the leading indicator of emerald and beryl mineralisation and aluminium-chromium ion exchange as these result from similar pressure
and temperature conditions. The higher the degree of metasomatism, the higher
the probabilities of conducive felsic-mafic ion ionic exchange which may act as an
enabler of emerald mineralisation.
- 3) Degree of Trapping: Crystals need space to grow and particularly to
grow as transparent ones. The trapping of the fluids in relatively low-pressure areas
is critical for fine emerald mineralisation: good, calm trapping environments leads to
higher chances of good fluid crystallisation and hence fine emerald mineralisation
(assuming the right elements are present).
These considerations are directly influential in determining emerald mineralisation. Geologists divide each of these categories into three degrees from 1 to 3
(with 3 being the lowest impact and 1 being the highest impact on emerald and
beryl mineralisation (Table b). An area combining the highest degree of deformation,
metasomatism and presenting high probability of trapping (labelled as “111”) is
potentially most likely to produce fine emeralds (if the right elements are indeed
present) than an area labelled “333”.
Please take note that this model does not provide certainty, given that emerald
mineralisation is multistage, with different deformations and injunction of veins
associated with some important fluid circulation. Emerald formation is further
influenced

by

paleo

temperature,

pressure

conditions,

syn-tectonic,

post-intrusive geological events, etc. All these factors can affect the mineralisation
conditions and hence an area labelled “111” might not host the expected emerald
mineralisation. However, this model provides an important marker horizon and path finder
process useful to miners in Kafubu district. It is likely to be also useful in other
deposits where gems form in association with pegmatite intrusions and more generally
metasomatism.
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Figure 32: A Guide to Deformation Structures at KAGEM Mine

Figure 33: Map showing the extent of the TMS, RZ (footwall and discordant) and the pegmatite model of
mineralisation. It was produced from the data collected for an extensive drilling of the area and was used to
plan the mining at the Chama pit. Courtesy Gemfields

Figure 34: Map showing the extent of the TMS, RZ (footwall and discordant) and the pegmatite model of
mineralisation. It was produced from the data collected for an extensive drilling of the area and was used to
plan the mining at the Chama pit. Courtesy Gemfields

Probability index

3

2

1

Degree of deformation

No material deformation
between 1800 to 450 million
years. Rock competency
remained intact

Significant deformation
during the pre-intrusive
period developing the weaker zones, cavities, cracks, and
fractures. Sub competent
rock

Extensive deformation,
development of faults, folds,
fissures, and rock competency loosen along the deformation zone.

Degree of metasomatism

No material leaching, alteration, and ionic exchange
between ultra-mafic and
intrusive pegmatite. No
development of metasomatic
zone on the wall rock.

Intermediate to significant
leaching, wall rock alteration
and ionic exchange between
ultra-mafic and intrusive pegmatite, which influence the
zone of metasomatism up to
10-30 cm in the host rock.

Extensive leaching, wall rock
alteration and ionic exchange
between ultra-mafic and
intrusive pegmatite, which
influence the zone of metasomatism up to 30 cm to 3
meter in the host rock.

Degree of trapping

No material trapping environment after post regional
and local deformation. Not
allowing the hydrothermal
mineralized fluids to settle
and cool.

Significant trapping environment allowing fluids to sub
settle and cool, however the
external influence impact is
relatively higher.

Extensive trapping (at times
trap cluster) environment
allowing fluids to settle and
cool and yield large crystals
in a close cluster.
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Figure 35: If emeralds are rare, large, clean premium emerald rough (like this fine piece over 30 carats seen from the production of the Chama pit at
KAGEM in 2012) is even more rare and valuable. Trying to understand how such valuable stones form and where they are likely to form is one of the
challenges miners and geologist working in gem mines face. Indeed, in the colored stone industry the value of a production more about its overall quality,
than just its kilos of emeralds produced. Photo: Vincent Pardieu © GIA

P A RT 2 : G E M M O L O G I C A L D E S C R I P T I O N
O F E M E R A L D S F RO M T H E K A G E M M I N E
IN ZAMBIA:
MATERIAL S

AND

M ET H O D S

Thirty-two (32) emeralds from the Kafubu area in Zambia were studied for the
gemmological

part

of

this

article

(Figure

36).

These

samples

were

collected by one author (VP). from the sort house at the Kagem mine during the field
expedition FEVP12 to Zambia from June 18th – June 21st, 2018. They were sourced
from the production in the Chama pit during the week before his visit. As they were
collected at the mine from the miner without the actual mining of these samples to
be witnessed, they are classified as ‘C-type’ according to the cataloguing system
of Pardieu (Pardieu, 2009; Pardieu 2020). They consist of broken pieces and partial
crystals ranging from pale green to intense green and bluish green that were found
to be representative of the production seen at the mine during that visit. Six samples
were prepared with windows polished perpendicular and parallel to the c-axis for
spectroscopy by Victoria Raynaud. The other samples were only used for chemical
and inclusion studies.
The samples were characterised at the ICA | GemLab in Bangkok, Thailand with
the same instrumentation and techniques as the emeralds from Mananjary in
Madagascar (Pardieu et al, 2020)

Figure 36: The 32 emeralds (1.548 to 0.138 carats) from Zambia were characterized for this study. The six (6)
samples on the lower part were fabricated for spectroscopic study.
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R E S U LT S A N D D I S C U S S I O N
GEMMOLOGICAL

P RO P ERT IES:

Thirty-two (32) emeralds from the Kafubu area in Zambia were studied for the
gemmological part of this article (Figure 36). These samples were collected by one
author (VP). from the sort house at the Kagem mine during the field expedition
FEVP12 to Zambia from June 18th – June 21st, 2018. They were sourced from
the production in the Chama pit during the week before his visit. As they were
collected at the mine from the miner without the actual mining of these samples to
be witnessed, they are classified as ‘C-type’ according to the cataloguing system
of Pardieu (Pardieu, 2009; Pardieu 2020). They consist of broken pieces and partial
crystals ranging from pale green to intense green and bluish green that were found
to be representative of the production seen at the mine during that visit. Six samples
were prepared with windows polished perpendicular and parallel to the c-axis for
spectroscopy by Victoria Raynaud. The other samples were only used for chemical
and inclusion studies.
The samples were characterised at the ICA | GemLab in Bangkok, Thailand with
the same instrumentation and techniques as the emeralds from Mananjary in
Madagascar (Pardieu et al, 2020)

MICROS COP IC

CH ARACT ERIST ICS:

The samples studied had sometimes black to brown micaceous and amphibole
like material on their outer surfaces. Examination with a gemmological microscope
revealed that these minerals are also present as inclusions (Figure 37 E and F). The
most common internal features found in emeralds from KAGEM are two-phase
(fluid-gas) and multiphase (fluid-gas and sometimes one or several solids) inclusions
with rather large bubbles (Figure 37 A and B). These inclusions can be either blocky
or needle like elongated along the c axis, or along healed fractures (Figure 37 B), or
more irregular (Figure 37B).
They are very similar to the inclusion scenes documented in emeralds from the
Belmont mine in Brazil (Hänni et al. 1987), from Shakiso in Ethiopia (Renfro et al.
2017) and Mananjary in Madagascar (Pardieu et al. 2020) that, like emeralds from
Kagem, to have been formed in schists associated with pegmatites like other
emeralds from the Type Ia (Giuliani et al, 2019).

Sample Types of sample
number

Picture

Weight (ct)

Dimensions (mm)

SG

RImax-RImin

BF

1

Fabricated
(Perpendicular to
c-axis)

1.548

8.66 x 8.23 x 2.31

2.740

1.594-1.585

0.009

2

Fabricated
(Paralle to c-axis)

1.177

9.97 x 4.27 x 2.71

2.756

1.594-1.586

0.008

3

Fabricated
(Paralle to c-axis)

0.947

8.43 x 6.89 x 1.85

2.729

1.593-1.585

0.008

4

Fabricated
(Paralle to c-axis)

1.110

9.14 x 5.51 x 2.38

2.741

1.590-1.582

0.008

5

Fabricated (Perpendicular to c-axis)

1.506

9.87 x 6.19 x 3.03

2.763

1.598-1.580

0.008

6

Fabricated
(Perpendicular to
c-axis)

1.290

8.10 x 6.27 x 2.80

2.768

1.599-1.590

0.009
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A, Zamkagem01, Field of view: 3mm

B, Zamkagem02, Field of view 2mm

C, Zamkagem19, Field of view: 2mm

D, Zamkagem19, field of view 2mm
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E, Zamkagem03, Field of view 2mm

F, Zamkagem23, field of view 2mm

Figure 37: Inclusions seen in emeralds from the production of the Chama pit, at the Kagem mine in the Kafubu area in Zambia. The most common inclusions are
irregular (A) or blocky (B) fluid inclusions with usually a liquid and a gas bubble but also sometimes some dark solid phase, then we often see flat dendritic iron rich
platelets (C, D) and various minerals such as amphibole (E) and mica (F). Photos by Sarocha Luetrakulprawat / ICA Gem Lab

The UV-Vis-NIR spectra (Figure 38) revealed electronic transitions of Cr and Fe.
The most prominent features were Cr3+ absorption bands at about 430, 600, 639
and 683 nm, Fe3+ absorption at 372 nm, and the Fe-related feature at 810 nm
typical of schist-hosted emerald which can be found from other localities such as
Brazil, Ethiopia, Russia and Zambia (Karampelas et al. 2019). Interestingly it is absent
in iron poor emeralds such as emeralds from black shale type deposits (type IIb) like
those in Colombia and usually very low in emeralds from metamorphic type deposits
that were intruded by hydrothermal fluids (type IIc) like Afghanistan and Davdar in
China (Pardieu et al. 2021)
The FTIR spectra (Figure 39) showed similar patterns from 7500 to 2000 cm–1. The
combination of water bands linked to type I and type II water in structure channels
of emerald (Wood and Nassau, 1968) were observed a series band around 4500 to
6000 cm–1 with main band around 5270 cm–1. Overtone and combination water
bands were also observed from 6500 to 7500 cm–1 (Karampelas et al., 2019).
The FTIR spectra of Zambian emeralds in this study presents a combination of type
I and type II water in beryl. Two different FTIR pattern can be observed. Samples
fabricated perpendicular to c-axis (ZAMKAGEM01, 05, and 06) show the peaks at
7098 and 6844 cm-1 whereas samples fabricated parallel to c-axis (ZAMKAGEM02,
03, and 04) show the peaks at 7272, 7142, 7075, 6838, and 5590 cm-1

Figure 38: UV-Vis-NIR spectra (for the o-ray) of the Zambian emeralds reveal typical features for Cr3+, Fe3+
and strong Fe2+/Fe3+ features.
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Figure 39: FTIR spectra of the fabricated Zambian emeralds show different patterns, and they all reveal a
series of water-related bands at 7500–6500 cm–1 and at around 5270 cm–1. Sample fabricated in
perpendicular to c-axis show the peaks at 7098 and 6844 cm-1, whereas sample fabricated in parallel to
c-axis show the peaks at 7272, 7142, 7075, 6838, and 5590 cm-1. The spectra are offset vertically for clarity

T R A C E E L E M E N T C H E M I S T RY:
LA-ICP -MS

A N A LY S I S

(

Table d) revealed trace amounts of Mg, Na, Cr, Fe and Cs, as well as traces of Li, K,
Sc, Ti, V, Mn, Co, Ni, Zn, Ga and Rb. The chromophores Cr, V and Fe were present
in significant amounts.
Interestingly, if the inclusion scene and the spectra found in emeralds from the
Kagem mine is rather similar with what could be seen in emeralds from the Belmont
Mine in Brazil (Hänni et al. 1987) or the Mananjary area in Madagascar (Pardieu et al.,
2019), the comparative study of the different trace elements present in the reference
samples collected on site at the different mines by author VP, enables to separate
these different geographic origins.
Out of the 16 trace elements studied, the comparison between K and Li was
particularly interesting to separate these different localities (Figure 40) that produce
emeralds in schists associated with pegmatites. This emphasises why LA-ICP-MS has
become a very valuable instrument for Gemmological laboratories willing to provide
origin determination services (Karampelas et al., 2019, Saeseaw et al, 2019) as in the
case of emeralds, thanks to the fact that we have 16 trace elements to work with,
LA-ICP-MS enables to separate in most cases emeralds from different deposits even
if these emeralds share similar inclusion scenes and spectroscopic features.

Table d: LA-ICP-MS analysis done of 13 emeralds from the Kagem mine in Zambia. Each emerald was
tested in 3 different areas.
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Figure 40: Logarithmic population plot presenting a comparison between the Li and K content in emerald
reference samples from Belmont mine in Brazil, Mananjary in Madagascar and the Kagem mine in Zambia
using LA-ICP-MS. We can see here a clear separation between these 3 deposits.

AN N E X

TH E

1 :

EM ER AL D D E PO SI T
MUSAK ASHI

N E AR

If the geological setting and the emerald mineralisation process at Kafubu are well
known, things are very different at Musakashi. After an initial discovery in 2002
(Siefert et al., 2005), the deposit was only intermittently mined (using small scale
techniques) as the mining activity has been stuck for many years in legal conflicts
between the local owners of the mining licences (Klemm, 2009 & 2010).
Furthermore, as so far only surface mining has occurred thus far, mostly in altered rocks, the
emerald mineralisation process is not accurately known at the moment.
Most of what is known about Musakashi emeralds comes from the emerald
production that has reached the markets since its discovery and from the study of the
samples collected during the visit of the deposit by author VP (Pardieu, 2015)
The most interesting characteristic about Musakashi emeralds is the presence in
all the gemstones studied of three-phase inclusions, consisting of a bubble and a
cube-shaped crystal in a liquid, very similar to those commonly seen in Colombian,

Chinese (Davdar) and Afghan emeralds (Saeseaw et al., 2014,

ABO UT

T H E

AUT H O RS

2019). This suggest that unlike at Kafubu, where emerald
formation is related to tectonic magmatic process, at

Vincent Pardieu is an independent gemmologist consultant

Musakashi, the formation of the emeralds could be

at VP Consulting WLL, Anirudh Sharma is Chief Geologist at

associated with metamorphism according to the current

the Kagem Mine (owned by Gemfields) in Zambia, Dr. Supha-

typological classification of emerald occurrences and deposits

rart Sangsawong is Chief Scientist at ICA | GemLab in Bang-

worldwide (Giuliani et al, 2019).

kok, Victoria Raynaud is Consultant Lapidary at “Raynaud &
Prim” in Bangkok, Sarocha Luetrakulprawat is an Analyst at

The Musakashi emerald deposit could potentially be very

ICA | GemLab.

interesting as it had produced some attractive and interesting
emeralds. But as long as emerald mineralisation, geological
context and mapping are unclear, it might remain subjected to
the intermittent gem rushes and periodic publications.
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UN DE R STAN D I N G G E MSTO N E W E I G HT S
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GA LO PI M
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C A RVA L H O

In an industry where products, in this case gem materials,

Amsterdam - 205.7 mg

are traded and valued by their weight, it is critical to fully

Berlin - 205.44 mg

understand the multitude of units out there, especially if

Borneo - 205.0 mg

interpreting antique or foreign descriptions, and how weights

Bucharest - 215 mg

should be expressed according to the best trade practices.

East India - 205.5 mg
Egypt - 195.0 mg

The most seen unit of weight in the gems and jewellery

Florence - 197.2 mg

industry is the carat, known by its formal symbol “ct”, from

Frankfurt - 205.77 mg

the French “carat”, the same orthography as in English.

Leghorn - 215.99 mg

It is used to describe the mass of a cut gemstone and, in

Lisbon - 205.75 mg

specific situations, of a rough crystal (e.g. diamonds). Carat is

London - until 1888: 205.409 mg; between 1888 and 1914:

a very old established unit of weight which name comes the

205.303 mg

Arab qirát, “small horn”, alluding to the shape of the pods

Madras - 207.353 mg

of the carob, Ceratonia siliqua, whose matured seeds were

New York - until 1888: 205.409 mg; between 1888 and 1913:

found to have a rather constant average weight, actually of

205.303 mg

approximately 200 mg. These seeds, as many other seeds for

Paris - 205.5 mg

different purposes, were originally used as a standard on the

Spain - 205.393 mg

Mediterranean trade for gemstones. It is, by the way, the very

Venice - 207.00 mg

same unit that is behind the modern fractional measurement of

Vienna - 206.13 mg

the fineness of gold alloys, that is informally expressed with the
symbol “K” or “kt” (not “ct”), with 24K being pure refined gold

The then called “metric carat” as part of the then-called

with common commercial alloys as 9K (375‰), 14K (583‰),

“Metric System”, as opposed to the above-mentioned “old

18K (750‰) or and 22K (916‰).

carats”, was gradually introduced into each territory and
jurisdiction in the following years specially during the 1910s.

In more modern times, 1 carat is equivalent to 0.2 gram (or 200

It is worth noting that after 1960, the Metric System was

milligram), meaning that in 1 gram there are exactly 5 carats.

substituted by the International System of Units (SI), and the
unit became known simply and formally as carat, not metric

1 ct = 0.2 g = 200 mg

carat.

1 g = 5 ct
This definition of the unit, however, was only universally defined
in 1907 in Paris at the 4th General Conference of the Comité
International des Poids et Mesures (International Committee
of Weights and Measurements), following insisting proposals
that were first voiced by notable American gemmologist and
mineralogist George Frederick Kunz in 1893.
Until then, many carat values were accepted by individual
countries or jurisdictions, varying considerably from 192.0
mg to 215.99 mg (a significant variation of -8.0 mg or +15.99
mg than the current standard), making it challenging for
gemstone dealers, specially diamond dealers, in satisfying
international orders and maintaining integrity and confidence.
Here is a short list of examples:

Figure 42 An 18th century Portuguese diamond ring, featuring a central old
brilliant cut with an estimated weight of 1.3 ct surrounded by 12 smaller diamonds. Total estimated weight 1.9 ct. Photo by Carlos Pombo © Archdiocese
of Évora / Fundação Eugénio de Almeida

Acknowledging these historical facts is key when interpreting

There are, however, more units for small masses that bear the

old documentation with descriptions of gemstones and their

same name “grain”, namely the Troy grain of the Troy System

weights, with a conversion factor required to correctly make a

and the grain of the Avoirdupois system, both with the sym-

relevant assessment of data. Knowledgeable antique dealers,

bol “gr” and equivalent to 0.06479891 gram (1 gr = 0.324 ct).

auction houses, collectors and historians use these conversions

Although it is not currently used for gem materials, the

whenever appropriate.

mention to “grain” in the documentation requires the correct
interpretation of the system of units that is being used

For the sake of practicality, diamond dealers introduced in

and that might be dependent on the period of attribu-

their lexicon an informal system to refer to smaller goods

tion of the mention, its geography and lexicon context.

under a carat of weight. Instead of describing their weights

This interpretation requires experience and it is often hard to

using a decimal description, points were used, where a point is

know for sure.

a hundredth of a carat (1 point = 0.01 ct). For example:
For pearls, more specifically for cultured pearls, Japanese
0.14 ct = 14 points = fourteen pointer

units of weight were extensively used since the 20th century,
namely the momme (often spelled momne) and the kan (often

Although the carat is the most important unit of weight in the

spelled kamne). Momme (1 momme = 3.75 g) is typically used

gem world, for even smaller goods, and specifically for natural

to describe the weight of small quantities of cultured pearls,

pearls, there was another unit that can still be seen today: the

for example in a strand, and kan (1 kan = 3,750 g) for far larger

grain, more specifically the so-called “pearl grain”.

quantities, for example in wholesale commercial documents. It
is interesting to note that in the 1950s the so-called “momme

In modern times and in gemmology, the grain, based on the

pearl necklace”, with approximately 3.5 momme of cultured

weight of a grain of wheat, is defined as equivalent to 0.05

pearls ranging from 3 to 7 mm, became very popular in the

gram (or 50 milligram), meaning that in 1 gram there are

USA. These historically relevant artefacts are also known in the

exactly 20 grains and in 1 carat there are exactly 4 grains, or

trade as the “3.5 momme graduate” pearl necklace. It is inter-

that 1 grain is a 1/4 of a carat.

esting to see that the weight was used in this particular historical context to describe cultured pearls at the retail level. As a

1 grain = 0.05 g = 50 mg = 0.25 ct

trade rule, at the retail level today, cultured pearls are typically

1 ct = 4 grains

communicated by their diameter or size, not their weight.
1 momme = 3.75 g = 18.75 ct
1 kan = 1,000 momme = 3.75 kg = 18,750 ct
Natural pearls, on the other hand, are negotiated by the
weight, whether by the carat or the pearl grain, not their
diameter, but natural pearl traders still use an alternative
and creative way, the “once”, to negotiate pearl lots. More
accurately known as “once the weight”, it is an old method
to price natural pearls where a unit base price is multiplied
by a value obtained by squaring the weight in grains of an
individual pearl. The pearl trade uses the expression
“once-the-weight” which is the weight of the pearl squared
which is once times its own weight. Confused? Well, it is for
most people, but not for experienced pearl traders in the Gulf
or India.
Also in Japan, precious corals dealers used another local unit,
the kin, to describe the lots of locally traded precious coral.
1 kin = 160 momme = 600 g

Figure 43: A 17th century Portuguese pendant with a miniature of St Anthony
on ivory, protected by rock crystal, decorated with seed pearls, under 2 mm in
average diameter. These pearls would be sold by the pearl grain or the carat
at the time. Photo João Pessoa, courtesy of Museu Nacional de Machado de
Castro / DGPC
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Many more units of weight with either geographic, contextual or just mere historical
significance can be seen in both the gemmological literature, especially in older
documentation, and even in the trade. Units like the Thai catty, abas, jin, lathi, liang,
machandi, mangelin, ratti, poonac, tank, tickal, tolla, viss, and bali are just examples
of units of weight that have been used along with gem materials in different situations and historical periods. Interpreting their exact meaning and correspondence
with modern standards may be challenging for historians but it is a requirement in
understanding the history of the gem trade in Asia.
Another critical aspect related to weights is the rigour of the data that is presented.
Here are a few examples, some as recommended as trade standards by CIBJO, The
World Jewellery Confederation, of how data should be presented at all levels of the
trade:
Decimals - gemstone weights should be presented in carats to two decimal places
(e.g. 0.45 ct)
Rounding - in the gem and jewellery industries weights shall be rounded upwards if
the third decimal is a 9, for example: 0.996 = 0.99 ct (no rounding up); 0.998 = 0.99
ct (no rounding up); 0.999 = 1.00 ct (rounding up according to trade rules).
Symbol - carat weight should be expressed with its formal symbol “ct”. As a symbol,
not an acronym, it does not have plural form, therefore “cts” as a way to express
“carats” is an inaccurate way of expressing it in light of nomenclature and notation
rules.
Weight and total weight - the weight of a single stone must not be confused with
the total weight which is a grand total of the sum of the carat weight of all gem materials in an artefact or of each of the materials, separately, if appropriate.
Estimated weight - when the weight of a gem material was estimated by indirect
methods (e.g., measuring of average diameter, depth) and not in a precision scale,
the fact that it is an approximate estimated value should be made absolutely clear.

LAB

N OT E S

‘NA IL-HE AD ’ I N C LUSI O N S
IN ZA MBI AN E ME R AL D S’
YENRUED EE

L H O N GSO M BO O N

Figure 44: A vivid green heart-shaped emerald from Zambia – the heart shape is
universally recognized as a symbol of love

For many people emerald is the most desired gem variety within the colourful
beryl family and one of today’s most desired countries of origin that produces
emerald is the landlocked south central African country of Zambia. The Zambian mines
producing some excellent and vivid green gems (Figure 44) that have a unique and
highly desirable appearance.
Recently, in ICA | GemLab, we were fascinated to observe ‘nailhead-like’ inclusions in
several emeralds from Zambia (Figure 45, Figure 46, Figure 47 and
Figure 52) that were similar in appearance to those that have been described
within emeralds from Ethiopian (Renfro, 2017; Saeseaw, 2019; Schollenbruch,
2017). As similar inclusions, also known as “nail-head spicules” may be observed
within hydrothermally grown synthetic emerald (Kane and Liddicoat, 1985; Pough,
1965; Schmetzer et al., 1997) such observations in natural emeralds may if taken in
isolation, confuse the identification process.
Fortunately, the wonderful emeralds from Zambian can be separated from many other
known sources as well as from hydrothermally grown synthetic emeralds (Schmetzer,
2016), by the observation of several other inclusion types. Typically observed
within Zambian emeralds are dendrites, (Figure 51) amphibole crystals (Figure 54),
and very distinctive zonal patterns (Figure 48, Figure 49 and Figure 53) that are great
indicators of a Zambian origin (Renfro et al., 2016).
However, and particularly when the inclusion scene provides insufficient of
contradictory data, other techniques must be considered, in particular a detailed
chemical analysis using LA-ICP-MS. (Karampelas, 2019; Saeseaw, 2019)
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Figure 45: ‘Nailhead’-like inclusions in a Zambian emerald darkfield & diffused light illuminations, FOV
2.2 mm, Photomicrograph by Yenruedee Lhongsomboon

Figure 46: ‘Nailhead’-like inclusions in a Zambian emerald bright field & diffused light illuminations,
FOV 2.0 mm: Photomicrograph by Yenruedee Lhongsomboon

Figure 47: Elongated cavity two-phase inclusions analogous to nails. Darkfield & diffused light illuminations, FOV 3.0 mm: Photomicrograph by Yenruedee Lhongsomboon

Figure 48: Growth structure. Dark field & diffused light illuminations, FOV 2.2 mm: Photomicrograph by
Yenruedee Lhongsomboon
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Figure 49: Conical-like growth zoning. Oblique fibre optic, FOV 2.2 mm: Photomicrograph by
Yenruedee Lhongsomboon

Figure 50: Comet-like composing of dendritic-like mineral and the tail. Dark field & diffused light illuminations, FOV 2.0 mm: Photomicrograph by Yenruedee Lhongsomboon

Figure 51: Dendritic-like mineral inclusions (possibly ilmenite) are scattered throughout in Zambian
emeralds. Darkfield illumination, FOV 2.0 mm: Photomicrograph by Yenruedee Lhongsomboon

Figure 52: Nail-head with dendritic-like mineral inside of hexagonal mineral platelets. Darkfield &
diffused light illuminations, FOV 2.0 mm: Photomicrograph by Yenruedee Lhongsomboon
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Figure 53: Growth structure found in emerald from Zambia resemble the gable. Dark field illumination,
FOV 2.0 mm: Photomicrograph by Yenruedee Lhongsomboon

Figure 54: Amphibolite crystal packet in Zambian emeralds. Bright field & polarized light illuminations,
FOV 2.0 mm: Photomicrograph by Yenruedee Lhongsomboon
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TH E DE T E C T I O N O F HE AT
T R E ATM E NT I N B LU E SAPPHI R E
USI N G F TI R & SO ME N OT E S O N
R E L ATE D I N T E R AL FE AT U R E S

S A R O C H A

LU E T R A K U L PR AWAT

Heat treatment is used to improve the colour and clarity of blue sapphires (Abraham,
1982; Anonymous, 1917; Fryer, 1983; Koivula and Kammerling, 1991; Kyi et al., 1999;
Nassau, 1982; Pemadasa and Danapala, 1994; Scarratt, 1981, 1983, 1985a, b, 1988;
Themelis, 1992; Tombs, 1978; Tombs, 1982; Wijesuriya, 1985). Within this context,
various similar and some dissimilar heat treatment techniques may be applied, with
and without, the artificial addition of external elements. These treatments resulting
in differing infrared absorbances and/or changes to the internal features observed
following treatment.
This note focuses on four scenarios,
•

“Normal” heating, ≈1,600˚C, (Nassau, 1982).

•

The process originally applied by Punsiri Tennakoon and sometimes
known as ‘Punsiri’ heating (Punsiri, 2003; Scarratt, 2003).

•

HTP (High temperature with pressure) (Choi H.M., 2014; Krzemnicki, 2019;
Leelawatanasuk, 2016).

•

Heating with the diffusion of beryllium (DuToit, 2009; Emmett et al., 2003;
Scarratt, 2002a, b).

Figure 55: Blue sapphires treated by various methods, from left to right, “normal” heating, “Punsiri
heating”, High temperature with pressure (HTP), and Beryllium (Be) diffusion.
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Figure 55 depicts an example of each of these treated blue sapphires described
above, each of which is of metamorphic origin. Below, in Figure 56, the FTIR spectra
that recorded for each of these sapphires is detailed.
•

The “Normal” heat treated stone records peaks at 3309, 3232 and
3185 cm-1.

•

The “Punsiri heated” stone recorded a broad band at 3033, with peaks
at 2990 and 2626 cm-1.

•

The HTP treated stone records bands centred at 3060 cm-1 with a
shoulder at 3130 cm-1 and peaks at 2626 and 2150 cm-1.

•

The Be-diffusion treated stone records bands centred at 3060 and
2490 cm-1 (Balmer, 2015)

In addition to the FTIR data, each of these treatment techniques may on
occasions provide useful internal features for gemologists to use in the
identification process and examples of these are provided here in following images.
Note that with Be diffusion it is recommended that the treatment is confirmed by
LA-ICP-MS.

Figure 56: The FTIR spectra observed in sapphires that have been subject to “normal heating”, “Punsiri
heating”, High temperature with pressure (HTP), and beryllium (Be) diffusion.

Figure 57: “Normal” heated Blue sapphire, altered healed fissures and white particles. Dark field &
fibre optic light, FOV 3.0 mm: Photomicrograph by Sarocha Luetrakulprawat.

Figure 58: Normal heated Blue sapphire, 2 phase crystal surround with altered healed fissures. Darkfield & fibre optic light, FOV 3.0 mm: Photomicrograph by Sarocha Luetrakulprawat

Figure 59: “Punsiri heated” blue sapphire, visible with fibre optic lighting present is dissolved silk. Darkfield & fibre optic light, FOV 2.2 mm: Photomicrograph by Sarocha Luetrakulprawat
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Figure 60: HPT treated Blue sapphire, crop circles or spiral formations, firer optic light, FOV 2.0 mm:
Photomicrograph by Yenruedee Lhongsomboon

Figure 61: Be diffusion treated blue sapphire, displays clouds and coiled spring-like inclusions, fibre
optic light, FOV 3.6 mm: Photomicrograph by Sarocha Luetrakulprawat
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D OME ST I C

A F T E R NO ON

T E A

N OT E S

S E S S ION S

ICA | GemLab happily continue to organise the monthly Afternoon Tea Sessions,
however, the popularity of the events has required that we relocate from the original
location on the 39th floor of the JTC building to the Holiday Inn, Silom, where a
larger socially distanced attendance can be accommodated.
The 8th October, marked the 3rd of the Afternoon Tea events. Gem industry friends
and colleagues joined us for refreshments, and presentations from Vincent Pardieu
and Kenneth Scarratt in the Holiday Inn, Silom’s warm and casual setting. Vincent
discussed “Sapphires with the Presence of Natural Beryllium”, while Kenneth spoke
of the historic appreciation of sapphires and a detailed discussion of sapphire
treatments. Both presentations are now available on the ICA | GemLab YouTube site.

Figure 62: Vincent speaks to sapphires with the presence of natural beryllium
during the 3rd ICA | GemLab Afternoon Tea session.

Figure 63: Kenneth speaks to the appreciation of sapphire and the identification of treatments during the 3rd ICA | GemLab Afternoon Tea session.

Wednesday November 18th marked the 4th of the Afternoon Tea Events held
in the Holiday Inn, Silom.

During this event, Vincent Pardieu presented “Em-

erald Mining in Madagascar”, Dr. Supharart Sangsawong presented “Madagascar Emerald Origin Determinations”, and Kenneth Scarratt, presented
“The Clarity Enhancement of Emerald”
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Figure 64: Guests arriving for the 4th ICA | GemLab afternoon Tea session.

Figure 65: Dr. Supharart speaks to Madagascar Emerald Origin Determinations
during the 4th ICA | GemLab Afternoon Tea Session.

Thursday December 17th marked the 5th of the Afternoon

The concept for the gatherings is one of informal and

Tea events in the Holiday Inn Silom and the last one for

pleasant interaction between presenters, speakers, and

2020. Tony Brooke, Chairman Gembridge® & Dr. Supha-

attendees over light snacks and tea.

rart Sangsawong, Chief Scientist ICA | GemLab presented

informal with the meeting room scattered with small coffee

“Digital Gemstone Trading” and

tables in a relaxed atmosphere.

The format is also

“Ruby Origin Determinations” respectively.
The presentations were followed by a special Q & A session

We at ICA | GemLab are looking forward to these monthly

for those attending that featured prizes for those who answered

events and we hope those that attend take away a feeling of

questions correctly that related to the two presentation.

enjoyment and knowledge gained.

Figure 66: Tony Brooke, Chairman of Gembridge®, speaks to digital gemstone
trading during the 5th of ICA | GemLab’s Afternoon Tea Sessions

Figure 67: Guests arriving for ICA | GemLab’s 5th Afternoon Tea Session.

To Register please contact Ms. Atinya Thongjeen atinya.t@icagemlab.com
+66 93 091 8444 (WhatsApp)
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